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Introduzione

NERI&HU è uno studio di design a shanghai in CIna.neri&hu 
iclude 3 parte,brand neri&hu,neri&hu design and research 
office,e design republic.
Nella parte1 della tesi che presenta l’informazione di neri&hu,
come lo sfondo di neri&hu,founder,la filosofia di design,la 
struttura dello studio.anche qualche progetto dell’architettura,
product design,e grafica design. Design republic è un retail,
showroom che vende prodotti mondiali,anche offre ogni tipi 
dei servizi di design.
Nella parte2 che fa le cose per migliorare il brand neri&hu.
prima è naming,per conoscere ogni nome di neri&hu piu’ chiaro 
e giusto.seconda parte è il web,perche ogni stile dello sito di 
neri&hu è vicino.terza parte per migliorare il brand neri&hu(N&H),
migliorare il catalogo,e segue la folosofia di neri&hu per fare 
dei prodotti per questo brand.
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“WE DON’T ASK TO BE ETERNAL BEINGS, 
WE ONLY ASK THAT THINGS DO NOT LOSE 
ALL THEIR MEANING.”

– ANTOINE DE SAINT EXUPÉRY
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Founded in 2004 by partners Lyndon Neri and Rossana Hu, nhdro (neri&hu design and research
office) is a multi-disciplinary architectural design practice based in Shanghai, China. nhdro works
internationally providing architecture, interior, master planning, graphic, and product design services.
Currently working on projects in eight countries, nhdro is composed of multi-cultural staffs who speak
over 20 different languages. The diversity of the team reinforces a core vision for the practice: to
respond to a global worldview incorporating overlapping design disciplines for a new paradigm in
architecture.
nhdro’s location is purposeful. With Shanghai considered a new global frontier, nhdro is in the
center of this contemporary chaos. The city’s cultural, urban, and historic contexts function as a
point of departure for the architectural explorations involved in every project. Because new sets of
contemporary problems relating to buildings now extend beyond traditional architecture, the practice
challenges traditional boundaries of architecture to include other complementary disciplines.
nhdro believes strongly in research as a design tool, as each project bears its unique set of contextual
issues. A critical probing into the specificities of program, site, function, and history is essential
to the creation of rigorous design work. Based on research, nhdro desires to anchor its work on
the dynamic interaction of experience, detail, material, form, and light rather than conforming to a
formulaic style. The ultimate significance behind each project comes from how the built forms create
meaning through their physical representations.
In January 2009, nhdro was honored to receive two good design awards from the Chicago Athenaeum
Museum of Architecture and Design: zisha tea project won under ‘product design’ category and
design republic corporate identity program won under ‘graphic/identity/packaging’ category. The
y+ yoga and wellness center project received interior design magazine’s best of year awards under
‘beauty & spa’ category. The same project also lately won silver in the 2008 Asia Pacific Interior
Design Award ‘club & entertainment space’ category, and was given the jury special selection award
for commerce in the 2008 Asia Pacific Interior Design Biennial Award. nhdro was also the winner
of the ‘best interior design’ in time out Beijing magazine’s eating out 2008 Awards, this time for the
Beijing Whampoa Club project. In 2008, the project has previously earned gold in ‘best restaurant
interiors’ category of 2008 Asia Pacific Interior Design Biennial Awards, and silver in Design for Asia
(DFA) Award 2008 and an honorable mention award in 2008 Asia Pacific Interior Design Awards.

1.COMPANY
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2.FOUNDING PARTNER

Lyndon Neri is a Founding Partner of nhdro (neri&hu design and research office), a multi-disciplinary international architectural design practice based in Shanghai,
China, which was selected as one of the ten firms for Design Vanguard 2009 by Architectural Record, USA. Mr. Neri received a Master of Architecture at Harvard
University and a Bachelor of Architecture at the University of California at Berkeley. Prior to starting his own practice with partner Rossana Hu, he was the Director
for Projects in Asia and an Associate for Michael Graves & Associates in Princeton for over 10 years, and also worked in New York City for various architectural
firms.
Other than an architectural professional, Mr. Neri has been actively involved in teaching and research. He served as an active visiting critic for design schools in the
U.S. such as Princeton University, Harvard Graduate School of Design, University of California at Berkeley, and Syracuse University. In 2006, he was selected by
I.D. Magazine as one of the 40 designers globally who deserve more attention in the “I.D. 40”
Lyndon Neri is also a founder of Design Republic, a retail concept store based in Shanghai that offers a unique collection of products created by the world’s best
design talents, many of which have never before been made available to consumers in China. The flagship store design, created by NHDRO, recently earned the
DFA (Design For Asia) Best Design of Greater China 2007.
Aside from Architecture and Interiors, Mr. Neri is actively working on a number of industrial design products for various brands in Europe and developing their own
product line under the monicker brand ‘neri&hu’, which was recently honored to receive the Red Dot 2008 Award by Red Dot Design Museum under ‘Product
Design’ category and earned Design Distinction in I.D. magazine’s Annual Design Review 2009. They also published and edited a book called ‘Persistence of
Vision’. The book is a beginning of a series of exploration on architecture and urban issues in major cities in China.
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Rossana Hu is a Founding Partner of nhdro (neri&hu design and research office), a multi-disciplinary international architectural design practice based in Shanghai,
China, which was selected as one of the ten firms for Design Vanguard 2009 by Architectural Record, USA. Ms. Hu received a Master of Architecture and Urban
Planning from Princeton University, and a Bachelor of Arts in Architecture and Music from the University of California at Berkeley. Before establishing NHDRO with
her partner Lyndon Neri, Ms. Hu worked for Michael Graves & Associates, Ralph Lerner Architect in Princeton, Skidmore, Owings and Merrill in New York City, and
The Architects Collaborative (TAC) in San Francisco.
Rossana Hu received the Perspective Award as one of the ‘40 under 40’ prominent designers shaping Hong Kong and Greater China. Ms. Hu is also a Founding
Partner and Creative Executive for Design Republic, a Founding Panel Member of 100% Design Shanghai, and the Regional Advisor for The Atlas of 21st Century
Architecture, to be published by Phaidon Press.
Ms. Hu has served on prestigious professional committees such as the Princeton University President’s Advisory Committee on Architecture, where she advised
the President on architectural design and campus planning issues. She has won numerous traveling fellowship awards and has been a guest design critic at
Princeton University, UC Berkeley, and Syracuse University.
Aside from Architecture and Interiors, Ms. Hu is actively working on a number of industrial design products for various brands in Europe and developing their own
product line under the monicker brand ‘neri&hu’, which was recently honored to receive the Red Dot 2008 Award by Red Dot Design Museum under ‘Product
Design’ category and earned Design Distinction in I.D. magazine’s Annual Design Review 2009. They also published and edited a book called ‘Persistence of
Vision’. The book is a beginning of a series of exploration on architecture and urban issues in major cities in China.
胡

FOUNDING PARTNER
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Mr. Jerry Del Fierro, RA, managing director. Jerry del fierro, ra is the managing director of nhdro (neri&hu design and research office), a multi-disciplinary international
architectural design practice based in shanghai, china.
Mr. Del Fierro boasts a diverse professional background and broad knowledge of the design and building process. Mr. Del Fierro’s design credentials include
working for the award winning architectural firms of Cesar Pelli & Associates, Perkins & Will, and Michael Graves & Associates in Princeton where he initially met
and managed projects for Lyndon Neri. In addition, Mr. Del Fierro has been a manager at Turner Construction, one of largest construction companies in the U.S.,
managing all building trades and their installation of work. Prior to joining nhdro, Mr. Del Fierro was Director of the Architectural Department at an award winning
Real Estate Development Company in the New York Metropolitan Area managing architects, engineers, and other building professionals on large scale complex
projects.
Mr. Del Fierro’s responsibilities include guiding the staff at nhdro in providing the highest level of service to our clients by focusing on client needs, proper execution,
and project delivery. Given his diverse background in design, construction, and development he brings a disciplined and holistic view of the design and building
process to achieve a high level of professionalism for the benefit of our clients.
Mr. Del Fierro is a licensed and registered architect in the United States and is a graduate of Rice University in Houston, Texas where he received degrees in
architecture, art, and art history.

FOUNDING PARTNER
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Mr. Andrew Roman, Senior Associate. Andrew Roman received his bachelor of architecture from Auburn University in 1998. 
Prior to joining nhdro, Mr. Roman started his own architectural, interiors and furniture designfirm in Florida, which specialized
 in private residences, cultural venues, restaurants, and hotels. Before starting his own practice, Mr. Roman worked for 
Jung & Brannen in Boston, Massachusetts on the Omni Parker House Hotel in downtown Boston, on the spa at Pinehurst and 
on the venerable and historic Williamsburg Inn in Virginia. While working for Michael Graves & Associates in Princeton, 
New Jersey, Mr.Roman worked onthe designs of various cultural institutions and museums, on high-rise residential projects in 
New York City and on the Three-On-The-Bund project in Shanghai, China.
Mr. Roman has been with nhdro since 2004 specializing in managing hotel projects including The Westin in Xi’an, The 
Le Meridien in Zhengzhou, and The Opposite House in Beijing.

Mr. Dirk Weiblen, Senior Associate. Dirk weiblen graduated in Architecture at the Faculty of the Applied Sciences in Muenster, 
Germany and received his Master of Architecture in Architecture and Urbanism from theBerlage Institute in Amsterdam, the 
Netherlands. After graduation, Mr. Weiblen started his own company smartnet in Amsterdam, as well as his own architectural 
office Smartarch in Duesseldorf, Germany workingon projects from master planning for housing to private villas to retail 
boutiques. In 2004 after arriving in china, Mr. Weiblen had gained additional experience in larger scale master planning and 
design for a hospital inNanjing, a college in Xiamen, adaptive re-use in Nanzhan, various landscape and urban design projects, 
city planning for 30 square kilometers of Hefei and the design of a service apartment and hotel tower in Nanjing.
As the Senior Architect with nhdro, Mr. Weiblen is currently working on the architecture of a four-story urban dwelling in the 
french concession in shanghai, the interior architecture for a 100 square meter house in Pudong,Shanghai and a 2,800 square 
meter, 3 villa family compound in Singapore.

Ms. Erika Lanselle, Associate. Erika Lanselle received her Bachelor of Arts in Architecture at the University of California, Berkeley. 
Prior to nhdro, Ms. Lanselle worked at Kajer Architects for three years in Los Angeleswhere she worked on a number of high-end 
residential projects. She also worked at PBWS Architects where she focused on restaurant and retail design. Erika has resided in
 the US, France, Italy and Japan. She justrecently completed Beijing Whampoa Courtyard Restaurant in Beijing and the Slice 
Boutique Grocery, the China House at the Oriental Hotel Bangkok, the Design Republic Flagship Store and the f&b complex at 
b1 level in the Opposite House, Beijing.

SENIOR ASSOCIATES & ASSOCIATES
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ASSOCIATES

Ms. Mariarosa Doardo, Associate, a licensed architect from Italy, studied architecture at “Istituto Universitario di Architettura di Venezia” and the 
“Ecole d’Architecture Marseille-Luminy”, France. It is notable that Ms. Doardo’s thesis project has been published in a book called “Manovre di 
fantasia controllata” highlighting the redevelopment of the industrial area outside of Venice. Prior to joining the office Ms. Doardo practiced 
architecture in Italy and England; she has been with nhdro since 2006, having worked on some of nhdro’s significant hospitality projects, 
including The Opposite House and The Xian Westin Hotel.

Mr. Brian Lo, Associate of Product Design. Brian Lo received his Bachelor of Fine Art from Parsons School of Design, NYC in 2001. Prior to joining 
nhdro, Mr. Lo worked for international renowned industrial design consultanciesin New York including Karim Rashid, Deskey and Smart Designs. 
He has worked on projects with multi-national clientele such as Hewlett Packard, Colgate, Oxo International, Pepsi Co, Lexar Media, Kodak, 
Microsoft and Blue Sky Studio (Fox Films Entertainment). In addition to working as an industrial designer, Mr. Lo is the 5th generation to be active 
in his family’s fine chinese antique business.Mr. Lo joined nhdro in 2004 and has been responsible in designing a series of tableware, tabletop 
accessories and custom furniture for the Beijing Whampoa Courtyard Chinese Restaurant as well as a series of furniture linefor the design republic brand.

Ms. Christine Neri, Associate of Graphic Design. Christine neri initially started her design education in Graphic Design at the University Of California, 
Los Angeles and completed her Bachelor of Fine Art degree at the CaliforniaCollege Of Arts & Crafts in 1998. She supplemented her art with a diverse 
array of work including graphic design and photography. She studied under photographer larry sultan, whose underlying themes of glorifying the
ordinary and the mundane mirrored the subject that Christine often explored. The theme of rootlessness in her study of migrant workers in the 
california borders called to her own uprootedness as a diasporic chinese and a desire to return to Aasia.
Ms. Neri is the Associate in Charge of Graphic Design at nhdro. Projects completed including: the Chocolate Room and Slice Boutique Grocery new 
graphic package for Jean-Georges Shanghai. She is currently working on the packaging for Bayankala, a new beauty wellbeing product from China, 
the entire visual identity for the Muse Club and the entire visual identity for Design Republic, a high-end furniture concept retail store in China.
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THE BLUR LEGATION QUARTER
beijing , china

location beijing, china
area 7,164 square meters
Legation quarter is planned for the site of the former U.S. Embassy block 
east of tiananmen square in beijing. The combination of historic buildings 
(2,164 m²) and new buildings (5,000 m²) will house a fine dining restaurant, 
bookstore, art gallery, repertory theater, music and tea house, and a series of
boutiques and luxury brand stores. The relationship between the historic 
and contemporary is not oppositional, but rather referential and coherent. 
Existing facades and structures will be preserved,and composition of 
elevations and materials will reflect the existing buildings. Interstitial areas
become new public outdoor spaces in the form of open and enclosed 
courtyards.
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THE URBAN GALLERY JULU LU MASTER PLAN 
shanghai , china
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THE ASSEMBLAGE LE MERIDIEN HOTEL
zhengzhou , china

location zhengzhou, china
area 43,000 square meters
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THE WATERHOUSE BOUTIQUE HOTEL AT SOUTH BUND 
shanghai , china

location shanghai, china
area 3,000 square meters
Located by the new cool docks development on the south bund district of 
shanghai, the water house is a four-story, 19-room boutique hotel built into 
an old three-story japanese army headquarters built in the 1930’s, and fronts 
the huangpu river and looks across at the gleaming pudong skyline.
The architectural concept behind nhdro’s renovation rests on a clearly 
articulated idea of what is old and new. The original concrete building has 
been restored while new additions, which have been built over the existing 
structure, have been built out of cor-ten steel, reflecting the industrial past of 
this working dock by the huangpu river. Nhdro’s structural addition, on the 
fourth floor, resonates with the industrial nature of the ships which pass 
through the river, providing an analogous contextual link to both history and 
local culture.
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THE MARKET WHAMPOA CLUB BEIJING COURTYARD RESTAURANT
beijing , china

location beijing, china
area 2,080 square meters
Beijing Whampoa Club is situated in a reconfigured traditional Chinese 
courtyard house on Beijing’s financial street. The design intrigue lay in how 
to “properly” engage the traditional Chinese courtyard typology with a 
modern dining experience. nhdro’s design exemplifies the contrast through 
architectural experience by providing a constant juxtaposition of new/old, 
fresh/stale, light/dark, open/enclosed.Containing a main dining room, separate 
bar, private dining rooms, entry corridors, the project site is actually a courtyard 
house re-built where one used to stand. The first courtyard was hollowed out and
lined with glass to create a reflection pool, a peaceful setting in memory of 
courtyard houses long gone.
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1ST FLOORBASEMENT
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THE LACQUERED COCOON MUSE CLUB MUSE
shanghai , china
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THE VOYEURISTIC WALL Y+ YOGA AND WELLNESS CENTRE
shanghai , china

location shanghai, china
area 1,200 square meters
Y+ yoga and wellness center is a 1200 m² extension of the original y+ yoga 
studio concept. It contains three yoga rooms, massage rooms, meditation 
rooms, social gathering spaces, a small café, and a retail area.
nhdro’s design explores the abstract concept of tranquility by creating 
intimate spaces that allow for selfreflection and communal spaces for 
human encounters. These include rooms to cool down, read, chat, and for 
meeting new people. The main yoga room is a slightly elevated half-circular 
room in an abstracted forest, represented by vertically hung ropes. Bronze 
gaze holes, placed strategically throughout the studio, function as focal 
points during yoga practice.
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THE SHANGHAI STUDY CENTER OF THE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG
shanghai , china

location shanghai, china
area 1,500 square meters
The Shanghai study center of the University of Hong Kong is located in 
the historical post office ensemble at the edge of Suzhou creek. This study
center holds an architecture gallery on the ground floor while classrooms, 
design studios, and faculty offices are located on the second and third floor 
above.This is the first time that a Hong Kong University is establishing a 
presence in China in the form of a study center, and it potentially sets a 
foundation for future collaborations between China and Hong Kong 
educational forums, particularly in the realm of architecture and design.
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4.PRODUCT DESIGN
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Founded in shanghai, neri&hu represents a new modern chinese aesthetic. founded by designers whose intent is to spark the potential
in ‘chinese design,’ neri&hu seeks to evoke change. seeking top-quality materials and craftsmanship, most neri&hu products are
hand made, a reflection of a place whose masters of trade can still be found waiting for patrons in the lanes of shanghai.
neri&hu is the reinterpretation of the beauty in revealing raw material where clad is traditional, or exposing an object’s frame where
normally hidden, in examining history and its path, or in capturing an ordinary scene in a snapshot.
neri&hu
imprint of heritage, modern reinterpretation

BRAND INTRODUCTION
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The Boli Double Wall Glass captures a figurative doubling of traditional and 
modern – a conventional tea glass form is visible within the confines of the 
modern glass shape. The double wall design enables an excellent thermal 
quality for hot and cold beverages.

BOLI DOUBLE WALL GLASS
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The Zisha Tea Project came out of an exploration of different materials 
for tea vessels. The significance of the Zisha cup is the purity of the 
material, which is preserved through its subdued and simple form – an 
abstraction of the traditional teacup. The collection is offered in 8 different
natural colors of Zisha, deliberately mixed together to offer a visual 
palette which directs the user to appreciate the material of purple clay as 
tea connoisseurs appreciate different types of teas –through an 
appreciation of color, texture, taste, and body.
Zisha (literally, “purple sand”), was discovered around Lake Tai, in the 
Jiangsu province of China.Aside from the beauty of the natural material, 
Zisha is renowned for its capacity to retain heat and prevent oxidation, 
therefore preserving the flavor of the tea for a longer period. It is also 
known for its ability to absorb the delicate flavors of the tea – allowing 
the teapot to become more seasoned with each use. It is said that after 
years of use, one can brew tea by simply pouring boiling water into an 
empty teapot.

ZISHA TEA PROJECT
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ZISHA NECKLACE

Using the material in a way that it has never been used before, the purity of the zisha
material is preserved once again in the creation of the zisha necklace. The thermal 
quality of the material keeps and retains the body’s temperature when touched to 
the skin. The zisha beads not only accent the visual palette with richness of color and 
texture, but remains beautifully simple and elegant when accompanied with a cotton tie.
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ALLOY CHAMPAGNE BUCKET

Alloy juxtaposes tradition with modernity; in taking the shape of a 
classic Chinese vase and presenting it in polished silver, the ordinary 
vessel is transformed into a seductive and versatile object that is 
both functional and playful. Alloy addresses the utilitarian question 
of “what to do with a wine bucket when it is not in use?” The visual 
form is suggestive of this “other” function, therefore playing on the 
notion of “form follows function.”
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Inspired by a traditional calligraphy brush rest, Shanshui presents double imagery when in use: a
lighted cigarette resting in the tray recalls a typical Chinese painting of a mountain surrounded in
clouds.

SHANSHUI
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PEOPLE SERIES

This set of five vases began as a study of shape, an exploration of the human form and how to
represent the various stages and types, then abstract the representations into a series of vessels.
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EXTEND MIRROR

Extend Mirrors were inspired by the bamboo ladders commonly found assuming multiple functions
around the Chinese household.
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STRUCTURE TABLE

Probably the most solidly-built furniture one can find in today’s market, the Structure series fits into
a wide range of modern and traditional interiors. The wood’s natural beauty is accentuated by a
matte waxed finish.
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FLANK EXECUTIVE TABLE

A modern interpretation of a found 1930s Shanghai art deco desk, this handsome oversized
executive desk features prominent side drawers – a file drawer on one side, and two smaller drawers
on the other – that flank both sides of the table.
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An inspired design from the roaring 1920s of Old Shanghai, the Solo Chair series possesses a
nostalgic elegance with an air of masculinity which truly stands on its own.

SOLO CHAIRS
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The Solo Table shares the distinct look of the wooden legs of the Solo Chair, but cleverly misses one
essential leg, rendering it useless if “solo”. The table joins two of the solo legs together to reflect the
importance of “pairing” for the family unit in Chinese dining culture.

SOLO TABLES
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This oversized light was inspired by a made-believe folklore story of 
an Asian emperor & a beautiful nightingale…Once upon a time an 
Asian emperor was given a nightingale as a gift. The bird was so 
beautiful and sang in such a bewitching way that the emperor fell 
immediately in love with it and decided to keep it forever by his side. 
So the nightingale was put in a beautiful, majestic cage in the imperial 
chambers & became the delight of the emperor’s days…Neri & Hu took 
on a modern translation of this story and produced a collection of 
pendant/floor/desk lamps in stained woven bamboo.
The poetics of an emperor’s life, a life no longer relevant in today’s 
world, can be abstracted in the form of an object such as the light. 
The use of hand-crafted bamboo weaving in an industrial product
creates an elegant yet uncanny design statement. A lamp so particular 
& majestic that it could become your personal nightingale…forever
by your side to brighten up your days.

THE EMPEROR
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THE NARCISSIST 
“SWAROVSKI ELEMENTS AT WORK” PROJECT WITH BD BARCELONA 

The NARCISSIST is a collection of objects for the use of dressing and 
personal grooming. The collection includes the following pieces of 
furniture objects:
Tocador and stool set
Dowery jewelry box
Wall mirror
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5.GRAPHIC DESIGN
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NERI&HU COMPLETE BRANDING & VI

neri&hu is a collection of home furnishings brand that reflects a collective vision of modernity
balanced by heritage. The neri&hu packaging is simplistic and chic, allowing the natural qualities
of the inside product to shine. The graphics have been kept at a minimum, with only a considerate
care manual and product booklet to introduce neri&hu fans to their neri&hu object.
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NERI&HU STATIONERY MAP POSTCARD
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DESIGN REPUBLIC COMPLETE BRANDING & VI
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DESIGN REPUBLIC CATALOG & STORE BROCHURE
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DESIGN REPUBLIC MANIFESTO QUARTERLY MAGAZINE

design republic’s quarterly design news magazine. nhdro created the name “manifesto” for design
republic’s quarterly which looks into the republic’s design paradigm. nhdro designs and directs the
magazine suggesting theme and content.
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BEI ASIAN RESTAURANT AT THE OPPOSITE HOUSE

Bei’s visual identity was created to reflect the interior architecture’s concept of verticality and its use
of raw untreated wood. Materiality and verticality was a focus on the design of the asian restaurant’s
logo and collateral. The logo is in the form of a screen using the chinese character of bei (meaning
north) forming the screen divisions. Bei’s collateral design pays homage to traditional patterns found
on asian pottery and fabric but with a modern twist.
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The identity of the mediterranean restaurant sureño 
(“southerner” in spanish) explores the horizontality of the 
restaurant’s interior space which is based on the horizon and 
land surrounding the mediterranean sea. The logo design was 
inspired by the spanish artist eduardo chillida’s work, 
appropriately expressive of the negative/positive spaces and 
flat landscapes of southern spain.
The collaterals focus on the materiality and the “figure/ground” 
quality of the interior architecture, where mdf boards in a wash 
of gray paint mirrors the concrete spaces finished with a 
lasercut logo in the same color. A deep blue is used as a 
secondary color echoing the pockets of blue walls and ceilings 
interspersed within the raw concrete interior—all used to 
convey the palette of the land and sea.

SUREÑO MEDITERRANEAN RESTAURANT AT THE OPPOSITE HOUSE
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6.DESIGN REPUBLIC
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Design Republic stands for a new birth of life and style. At its foundation, 
it is a republic of life - life that creates meaning and understanding through
 its relationship to objects of habitation. We seek to explore the relationship 
between people and the simple objects they use in life - a plate, a teacup, 
a chair; it is here where we discover the beauty of everyday life. 
Design Republic is also a republic of style - style that creates new ideologies 
in design, retail, and merchandising concepts embodying a distinctive aesthetic 
for contemporary China. We cross traditional boundaries to merge old and new, 
traditional and modern, opulent and austere, to ultimately create a dynamic 
platform of design.
Established by founders Lyndon Neri and Rossana Hu, Design Republic will offer 
a unique collection of products created by the world's best design talents, 
many of which have never been made available to consumers in China. Design 
Republic will also collaborate with many designers both foreign and local to 
create products that will explore a new modern Chinese aesthetic.

DESIGN REPUBLIC
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SITO DI NERI&HU
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SITO DI NERI&HU DESIGN AND RESEARCH OFFICE
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“we don’t ask to be eternal beings,
we only ask that things 
do not lose all their meaning.” 
____antoine de saint exupéry
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work on
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5.DESIGN
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